Simply Powerful:
Modern Management for Backup

- Complete visibility via customizable, intuitive dashboards
- Streamlined monitoring
- Unified management across multiple sites & systems
- Multi-system, multi-site search & recovery enabled by Google-like keyword search
- Comprehensive reporting generated with a single click
Customizable Intuitive Dashboards

Make it easier & faster than ever to oversee your data protection from a single pane of glass
Centralized Monitoring

Problem identification and isolation made simple

- Alerts on critical activities and health
- Real-time system and storage utilization
- Capacity forecast
- View client configurations
Centralized Management

Select what you want to protect, when you want to protect it and how long you want to keep it

Choose an asset to protect
Add and manage policies
Set the retention
Schedule or run backups on demand
Multi-system, Multi-site Search and Recovery

Quickly find what you’re looking for

- Google-like keyword search
- Powerful filtering capabilities
- Search across multiple sites on multiple systems
- Simple restore functions from search results
Comprehensive Reporting
Single click to view most frequently used reports

- Select pre-built reports
- Filter on the date and time
- View, share and print reports
Modern & Simple Management for Dell EMC Data Protection

Learn more at dellemc.com/dataprotection